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Abstract—Smart grid is a high-speed, two-way, real-time, and integrated communication system, which can real-time monitor and control grid operation, prevent accident and clear fault timely. A key component of the Smart Grid is a communications infrastructure for data acquisition, monitoring, control and protection. As a popular wireless broadband communication technology, the Long Term Evolution (LTE) radio access technology defined by the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) provides a promising solution for communication networks used in smart grid. Based on the characteristics of new generation broadband wireless communications technologies and wireless communications demands in smart grid, the smart grid wireless communications network is proposed. Since the TDD-LTE technology more suitable for relatively small bandwidth and asymmetric traffic. Therefore, we conclude that TD-LTE is a promising candidate to build a smart grid d wireless communications network.
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I. INTRODUCTION

As a fundamental part of the national energy industry chain, grid plays an important role in the national economy. Every walk of life requests higher demands for an efficiency, reliability and safety power grid. A new concept of next generation electric power system that will feature advanced configurability, reactivity, and self-management. The smart grid is a modern electric power grid infrastructure for improved efficiency, reliability and safety, with smooth integration of renewable and alternative energy sources, through automated control and modern communications technologies [1], [2]. Through shared information on requirements and capabilities among power providers, distributors and consumers, electricity usages can be dynamically and intelligently adjusted, so that the grid network is more efficient and reliable [3], [4].

On the other hand, all of smart grid links require high-speed, bi-directional, real-time, integrated communication networks to support reliable data exchange. LTE has attached sufficient attention since its first commercial release (release 8) was finalized in March 2009 by 3GPP [5]. As a transition between 3G and 4G technology, LTE can achieve uplink peak rate 50Mb/s and downlink 100 Mb/s; LTE-Advanced is generally considered as industry standard for 4G, with the uplink peak rate up to 500Mb/s and downlink 1Gb/s. 4G communication networks has the following advantages: economies of scale associated with a global standard, wide area wireless support across a power transmission and/or distribution network, efficient use of radio resources due to packet switching, support for applications with different Quality-of-Service (QoS) requirements, built-in security function and a flat IP based architecture[5]. 4G has attracted considerable interest for deployment as the wide area communications network in a Smart Grid environment owing to abovementioned characteristics [6,7].

In this paper, we present four key links of smart grid communications system based on 4G technology. The feasibility of applying 4G in power generation, transmission, substation, distribution and utilization are analyzed.

II. REQUIREMENTS AND TRAFFIC IN SMART GRID

A. Power Transmission Lines

Transmission lines easily threaten by the climate, geology, human factors, the annual pollution flashover, lightning, ice, dancing and other disasters which caused a great loss to power grid. Transmission lines running state decided power system security and efficiency directly. Hence transmission line monitoring and disaster monitoring shows enormous significance to the realization of the intelligent transmission. However, traditional monitoring method cannot satisfy the new requirements. The establishment of a reliable performance, stability, security, feature-rich transmission line state monitoring and control system is the necessary condition to improve the efficiency of power transmission, is also the premise and foundation to realize smart transmission. According to the current development situation of transmission line, intelligent power transmission management has the following requirements:

(1) Transmission line condition monitoring. Through the image, video and other information collection technology to realize all-round monitoring meteorological environment, ice, temperature, sag and monsoon for transmission line.

(2) Improve the transmission capacity, reduce the transmission loss and optimize the transmission structure through online monitoring technology, realize intelligent fault isolation, fault self-healing and higher equipment utilization level eventually.
For long distance power transmission, increase the capacity and voltage level to improve the transmission efficiency. On the other hand, increasing the capacity and voltage leads to new challenges and requirements, such as tide control, system diagnosis, and voltage stability. Solving these problems depends on wireless monitoring, analysis, and control technology.

The communication service of transmission lines such as relay protection data, security, and stability control always occupies an important position in the electric power communication network. With the flexible alternative current transmission technology widely used in power transmission lines, the transmission capacity and voltage, power flow control flexibility would be significantly improved.

To realize the real-time online monitoring of transmission lines, some advanced measurement, sensing, and control technology should be employed for data acquisition. More importantly, communication technology should be used to guarantee the data transmission between the control center and power lines.

In view of the above analysis, the power substation has the following requirements:

1. Intelligent primary equipment. Employing wireless sensor network technology, information collection technology of the network layer, information processing and intelligent evaluation, information interaction technology of the application layer in risk assessment of equipment accidents. Optimize the decision in grid operation and equipment maintenance. Improve the observability, controllability, and self-recoverability in intellectualized operation of power grid components.

2. Automatic operation and management. Substation automated operation management systems should include digital power production operation data and state records statistics, hierarchical data information, automated shunt exchange, etc. The realization of these functions can be realized through wireless sensing monitoring technology, intelligent information processing and judging technology.

3. Automatic diagnosis technology. Monitoring device status information real-time, by analyzing and comparing the
equipment history preventive experimental data, operation data and online data, make smart decisions, given a report of the state of the equipment. Comprehensive management based on historical data, operation data and online monitoring data comprehensive management, according to the result of diagnosis formulate and adjust the maintenance plan.

C. Distribution
In power system, distribution connected with users directly and distributes electricity to users. As the concentrated reflection of all kinds of smart grid construction results, intelligent power distribution connect power users and smart grid.

From the current situation of distribution network in China, there are some problems as follows:
(1) The weak power grid structure restricting power supply ability. Distribution network automation application range and practical level is still low, monitoring and control ability of the power distribution system is limited.
(2) Since the enormous access of distributed energy and the future development trend, operation control and energy management of existing distribution network cannot meet the conditions of the intelligent. Reliability, security, quality of power supply and should be improved.

For the development of the intelligent power distribution, there are the following requirements:
(1) Distribution operation information monitoring. Take primary rack and equipment as the basis, power distribution automation system as the core, comprehensive use of various communication mode, to realize the monitoring and control of the power distribution system. Through integrating the related application system information, realize the scientific management of distribution system.
(2) Micro grid monitoring. Distributed energy, especially renewable energy such as solar energy, wind energy will access to grid, which will change the traditional energy structure. In order to achieve the safe and reliable power supply, implementation of supply-demand interaction, fully perception of the running status, the real-time measurement and online analysis, intelligent control, variable distribution equipment coordinate operation etc. should take into account.
(3) Reliable information acquisition ability. Combine various communication technology, strengthen assistance and fusion between sensor nodes, select high robust fusion algorithm, and improve the ability of acquisition.
(4) More quickly malfunction response, more reliable power supply, better power quality, have self-healing ability, reduce the malfunction loss and not affect the normal power supply situation.

III. SMART GRID AND LTE CHARACTERISTICS

A. Traditional LTE Traffic Characteristics
A traditional LTE cellular network have following characteristics:

(a) Sufficient bandwidth, all the primary countries in the world has allocated to LTE with a sufficient spectrum resources.
(b) Downlink dominated. Even though in LTE has some symmetrical uplink and downlink resource usage traffic such as VoIP conversations. However, in LTE network total downlink traffic exceeds total uplink traffic due to applications such as web browsing and video streaming (even when uplink intensive applications such as photo/video upload are taken into account).
(c) Mobility. In LTE, cell handover is a significant problem to provide a high QoS since UEs always moves such as when UEs on the high railway.

B. Smart Grid Characteristics
In smart grid, the communication system plays an important role in the management and control of the whole electrical grid. Compared to the traditional LTE cellular networks The Smart Grid has very different traffic characteristics.

(a) Uplink dominated. VoIP is unlikely to be a prominent application in the Smart Grid, and there are few other applications which are naturally symmetric in their uplink and downlink resource usage. The control center collects the sensing and measure data from power devices in a short interval so as to real-time manage and control the whole electrical grid. The uplink/downlink split of resource usage in a Smart Grid communications network is likely to be time variant to a larger extent than a traditional LTE network. For example, in peak periods of electricity demand, the Smart Grid operator may need to shed loads for network stability purposes or adapt the grid topology via switching to introduce a backup power generation facility, which clearly involves increasing the relative amount of downlink traffic.

(b) In wireless communications, the frequency spectrum is the most critical factor to support safe, efficient and reliable data transmission. However, most of “golden” spectrum resources have been allocated to a series of current wireless applications, such as radar, satellite, broadcast, GSM/3G/LTE, etc. Meanwhile, the amount of sensing and measure data per transmission is relatively small (<100 bytes) in smart grid [8]. So it is almost impossible for the utility company to obtain so many spectrum resources dedicated for the electrical usage. If the smart grid networks share the unlicensed spectrum with other systems, the external interference will greatly impact on the reliability of data transmission.

(c) In smart grid, power devices are usually installed in a fixed location, such as smart meters, transformers, substations [9]. Hence, it is unnecessary to report the channel quality information to the control center frequently and refresh the scheduling process every 10 ms as in a traditional LTE system. Also, it can simplify or optimize mobility management, uplink timing synchronization and handover mechanisms in order to reduce power consumption and signaling overhead. Moreover,
so the communication network can be designed into a fixed wireless access mode of the network, at the same time in the network the terminal roaming and less complex functions such as switch can be reconsidered, simplify the design of network structure and protocol. In smart grid communication network, generally speaking, power demand side communication terminal distributed uniformly,. Power consumption size has nothing to do with the number of communication terminal, therefore, relatively simple solution can be used to realize the wireless resource allocation.

(d) The number of active power devices in a cell of smart grid is much larger than that in a general LTE cell, as stated in [10]. Notice that the traditional LTE cellular networks have been designed with human users in mind. Considering that most of mobile phones are usually in idle status, it only needs to support for tens or hundreds of channels per cell. In smart grid, however, all of thousands of power devices have their data to transmit, which require in the order of 10,000 channels per cell depending on the cell size and geographical area. As mentioned earlier, the smart grid network has limited bandwidth, so the number of power devices that can transmit simultaneously is constrained to a small amount. Due to a large number of power devices, it will bring unacceptable traffic delays for urgent services in smart grid, especially for TDD systems. Moreover, terminal are far apart from each other, therefore there are a higher requirements on wireless network coverage.

C. LTE Characteristics

The 3GPP Release 8 LTE standard supports both FDD and TDD duplexing modes [6]. There is purposefully a great deal of commonality between the two modes e.g. both employ OFDMA in the downlink and SC-FDMA in the uplink. This facilitates design re-use between FDD and TDD equipment and also makes dual mode FDD/TDD equipment economically viable. Most of the functional differences between the two modes relate to the physical layer and are detailed in [8][11][12].

Latency is a key issue for Smart Grid monitoring and control as the stability of the Smart Grid depends upon being able to detect and act on anomalies as quickly as possible. As illustrated in Fig. 2, the LTE uplink and downlink both utilize a 10 ms radio frame which is divided into ten 1 ms sub-frames. The sub-frame is the minimum resource allocation unit in the time domain, so the minimum latency possible is 1 ms.

LTE TDD mode involves using a single unpaired frequency band for uplink and downlink, and switching in the time domain between uplink and downlink resources. A total of 8 TDD bands are defined in [5]. As uplink and downlink transmissions are not simultaneous, a TDD device does not need to support a duplex filter to separate the simultaneous uplink and downlink transmissions, thereby reducing the equipment cost.

One of the important advantages of TDD mode is that the relative allocation of uplink and downlink resources in the time domain can be skewed to match any arbitrary required traffic pattern. LTE TDD includes seven different uplink/downlink allocation configurations [5]. Note that an LTE frame of 10ms duration comprises ten sub-frames each of 1ms duration.

LTE also supports the following channel bandwidths: 1.4 MHz, 3 MHz, 5 MHz, 10 MHz, 15 MHz and 20 MHz to cater for spectrum allocations of different sizes in different bands and/or in different parts of the world [13]. It is expected that most Smart Grids will use channel bandwidths less than or equal to 10 MHz and therefore TDD model is more suitable for smart grid communication.

IV. CONCLUSION

The wireless communication network based on LTE or 4G is an appropriate solution for smart grid, which can effectively resolve the last mile access problem. In smart grid, the reliable data transmission is an essential to realize the automated management and control of all components connected to the grid. As a popular wireless broadband technology, the TD-LTE provides a competitive solution for relatively small bandwidth and asymmetric traffic in the smart grid networks. The cost of TD-LTE chipsets, terminals and system integrations will also be greatly reduced, when the TD-LTE networks are large-scale deployed around the world. The TD-LTE wireless communications system is an effective solution for wireless communications in smart grid.
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